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Dear Beloved of God
I give thanks to God for…
In January 2016 I stood with ELCIC and ELCA bishop
colleagues at the border between Nogales, Arizona,
and Nogales, Mexico. We were silenced by the high,
seemingly impenetrable metal wall that separated not
only countries, but cities, neighbourhoods, friends and
families.
And so I was fascinated this summer when news
reported what seemed like an ordinary scene: children
and adults playing on bright, hot-pink seesaws,
laughing and chatting with each other.
But this scene filmed at the end of July was a
playground unlike any other, for these custom built
seesaws had been placed through the slatted steel
border fence that separates the United States and
Mexico.
The idea for this "Teeter-Totter Wall" came from Ronald
Rael, an architecture professor at the University of
California, Berkeley, and Virginia San Fratello, a
professor of design at San Jose State University – and
it was a long time coming. In 2009, the two designed a
concept for a binational seesaw at the border, and ten
years later, their conceptual drawings became reality.
The “Teeter-Totter Wall” featured three pink seesaws
installed between the slats on the border fence,
allowing people on both sides of the border to see and
to play with each other.
The seesaws were fabricated by a group of artists and
the project was realized with help from Colectivo
Chopeke, which focuses on bringing communities
together through design. Rael and his crew transported
the colourful seesaws to Sunland Park, New Mexico,
which is separated by a steel fence from Ciudad
Juárez, Mexico. Sunland Park is also where many
migrants have been detained this year.

In an Instagram post (July 29, 2019) Rael wrote that
the event was “filled with joy, excitement, and
togetherness at the border wall. The wall became a
literal fulcrum for U.S.-Mexico relations and children
and adults were connected in meaningful ways on both
sides, with the recognition that the actions that take
place on one side have a direct consequence on the
other side.”
Rael and San Fratello, speaking to Forbes Media, said:
"The seesaw demonstrates how those immediate
relationships between people can create an
environment where happiness and play are also
important aspects of life on the border and that our
relationships with our neighbors can extend past
political relationships but also humanistic relationships."
Word of the installation spread quickly across social
media, but as quickly as the seesaws went up, they
came down equally fast.
"There is no playground along the U.S.-Mexico border
wall in New Mexico,” a customs and border patrol
official is quoted by Forbes Media as saying. “On the
evening of July 28, U.S. Border Patrol agents
encountered a small group who identified themselves
as local university faculty/staff at the border wall. They
had placed boards through the wall and appeared to
be playing with residents of Mexico while recording the
engagement. The group removed the boards and left
the area without incident after it was established that
there was no advance coordination."
I remain fascinated by this report, this experience, this
play. The wall, which I had seen only as an
impenetrable metal barrier, had become a fulcrum to
create meaningful connections on both sides as the
hot-pink seesaws went up and down.
Though the wall still separates the two countries and
their people, the alternate life given it by professors and
artists is profound. This was an image of community
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and relationships, and a striking contrast to the heart-
wrenching scenes that now fill the news.
Joy, excitement, togetherness.
I give thanks to God for artists, architects, poets,
musicians, playwrights, actors, dancers and
theologians who open our eyes to hope and possibility,
and to a vision to see beyond the barriers that separate
us, creating meaningful connections.
In Christ Jesus – Shalom,
+Bishop Larry Kochendorfer

A String Around My Finger
by PamFord Davis

How good is your memory?

I’ve never been good at remembering names; I’m terrible now. Memorization of dates in history, telephone
numbers, birthdays? Not that great in those situations either. I’ve been giving extra attention to scripture
memorization; it’s not easy but it is worth the effort.

Psalm 119:11
11 I have hidden your word in my heart, that I might not sin against you.

Tying a string around my finger ‘might’ help. Visual reminders make great tools to trigger our memories.

The LORD Jesus knows how important reminders are. He knows everything.

John 14:25–27
25 I am telling you these things now while I am still with you. 26 But when the Father sends the Advocate as
my representative—that is, the Holy Spirit—he will teach you everything and will remind you of everything I
have told you.

27 “I am leaving you with a gift—peace of mind and heart. And the peace I give is a gift the world cannot
give. So don’t be troubled or afraid.

The Holy Spirit brings Jesus' messages to our remembrance. We recall His sermons, prayers, promises and
commands. The recall is a gift of the Holy Spirit; no strings attached!
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MAiD - Canada's "Medical Aid In Dying"
by Sim Lee
"Maid (Medical Aid in Dying) is a medical service in Canada, whereby physicians and nurse practitioners help
eligible patients fulfill their wish to end their suffering,".. (Excerpt from a Canadian Health Care advertisement.)
There may never be a single payer health care system that addresses all the needs of all the people, but one
that offers to pay for assisted medical suicide after refusing to pay the costs of home health care is certainly not
even close to being fair and universal. Such was the case recently in Canada.
When Vancouver Coastal Health refused to fully pay for the necessary, physician recommended home health
care of a 41-year old man (Sean Tagert - who would still pay $8,000.00/ month) they offered to pay for assisted
medical suicide as a solution to his worsening ALS.*

Upon being informed and faced with what his suffering and life would be like without the necessary home health
regime (including no longer being able to see his 11-year old son) Tagert opted for Vancouver Coastal Health's
offer of paying for assisted medical suicide, which was conducted this past August 6th.
"When you deny the necessary care, sometimes a person, out of despair, will ask for euthanasia," .. Alex
Schadenberg, Executive Director - Euthanasia Prevention Coalition
Although somewhat embraced in the USA in certain discussions, Canada has been favouring euthanasia and
assisted suicide more and more as a logical option to terminal situations. Socialism tends to focus on the average
needs of the people and not upon the needs of those who have abnormal health issues.
We are having somewhat the same debate now that the Canadians had in 2014, and we shall have to see how
this issue (or "euthanasia option") unfolds in future USA health care debates.
We need to have a truly over-arching national discussion that includes input from all parties concerned.

* * "Canada denies home healthcare to ALS patient, pays for assisted suicide instead" by Brandon Showalter -
CP - 08/26/2019
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